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For any satellite customer, the key to “mission success” starts with the launch phase, one of the most important and
sensitive periods in the whole development chain. This is especially the case for small missions built on small size
platforms, for which clear rules and dedicated interface specifications must be established and followed to reach
success. Although launch cost is a major driver for such missions, well established standards and corresponding
experience must remain a key parameter when selecting the launch service provider.
Last year, Arianespace presented its experience in launching small satellites as well as the activities that were
initiated for the development of ASAP-S to improve the services for small satellites.
Since this conference, major progresses have been made in this development that increases our solutions to launch
small satellites with the Arianespace fleet: Ariane 5, Soyuz and Vega. The first application of this new ASAP
concept is foreseen on Soyuz in its configuration ASAP-S beginning 2010. In parallel, a new carrying structure, socalled VESPA dedicated to Vega is also in development, with a first application foreseen in 2011.
Arianespace proposes to present the progress of the ASAP-S development, the update of the ASAP-S User’s Manual
(Satellite allowable volume and mass properties, applicable environment, dedicated interface, accommodations), as
well as the new carrying structure dedicated to Vega.

Figure 1: View of French Guiana
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to provide a recurring low cost access to space for very
small technological experiments.

INTRODUCTION
As small satellites are moving from their early phase,
characterized by simplicity and passivity, to an evolved
phase, characterized by much more complexity and
autonomy, launch services must evolve accordingly
from a simple marginal allocation to a more
conventional launch configuration. No more than 10/15
years ago, small satellites (mainly the so called micro
and mini satellites) were considered as objects for
science. Right now, their design is much closer to
conventional satellite systems, competing with more
ambitious large missions. For that reason, the concept
of “mission success”, obvious for main passengers,
applies as well. It starts from the launch phase, which is
one of the most important and sensitive period in the
whole mission chain. For small missions built on small
size platforms, clear rules and dedicated interface
specifications must therefore be established and
followed to reach success, as for any bigger
conventional spacecraft. Although launch price is a
major driver for such missions, well established
standards and corresponding experience must remain
the basic parameters to keep in mind while selecting the
launch service provider.

The key element of this service was the development of
a specific tool able to carry micro-satellites: the ASAP
structure (Ariane Structure for Auxiliary Payloads).
This structure, a platform ring attached to the bottom of
the main passenger adapter, was originally conceived to
fly on Ariane 4 and to carry up to 6 satellites together.
Note that this accommodation was an extension of the
Arianespace well known and experienced strategy to
propose shared launches for the main passengers.

THE PAST: EXPERIENCES & SUCCESSES
Arianespace has already launched 309 satellites to date,
50 of them being auxiliary passengers, micro or mini
satellites. A synthesis of the historical mass distribution
is shown Fig. 2:
Figure 3: ASAP 4 Multi-satellite Platform for
Ariane 4

While putting this hardware in place, a dedicated
interface specification, the ASAP User’s Manual, was
issued in order to provide a coherent and exhaustive
technical framework for the whole community. In
parallel, a dedicated auxiliary payload standard contract
was established, in line with the nature of these
payloads: the aim was to avoid any perturbation of the
main passenger(s), on a non-profit basis for the benefit
of very low budget scientific groups (Universities).

Figure 2: Synthesis of the historical mass
distribution

The first mission occurred on the January 22nd, 1990 on
board an Ariane 40, where no less than 6 satellites
embarked on the first flight ASAP 4 structure as per the
here-below drawing (4 MICROSAT and 2 UoSAT
units).

The history of small satellites with Ariane began at the
very early days of the launch vehicle activity, even
before the first mission under the Arianespace
responsibility (V9). Later on, during the 80’s, it became
obvious that a particular service needed to be developed
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4 to 80 kg and even ultimately 120 kg on Ariane 5.
The volume itself grew accordingly to the
maximum dimensions specified in the latest
version of the ASAP 5 User’s Manual
(600x600mm cross section, 700mm tall), not to say
slightly above. Such an evolution was due to
several success-factors for this category of
satellites:
- increasing experience of small manufacturers /
research entities
- electronic miniaturization
- increased power availability
- subsystems equivalent to bigger size payloads
- availability of low cost launch opportunities
(mainly former ICBM)

As it appears to Arianespace, the demand is focused on
even bigger units for the future, questioning the
pertinence of our present “micro-satellite” offer (which
actually transfers to a bigger satellite class, with even
more needs and less constraints awaited). The Fig. 6
shows the distribution of micro-satellites with respect to
time.

Figure 4: Ariane first Micro passenger mission

Since then, this approach has proved to be a success as
no less than 50 micro-satellites have been launched on
various orbits and all Ariane versions until now.
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Figure 5: ASAP 5 Multi-satellite Platform for
Ariane 5
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In addition to the ASAP structures and the
corresponding micro-satellites framework, bigger
smallsat missions born in the same experimental spirit,
which size exceeds above limits, were also considered
as auxiliary “mini-satellite” payloads, providing their
mass and dimensions remains within acceptable ranges.
These satellites mainly benefited of a specific central
accommodation, inside a Ø1920mm (Ariane 4) or
Ø2624mm (Ariane 5) carrying structure, beneath the
main passengers.

A typical “micro-satellite”, corresponding to the
ASAP5 has evolved from less than 50kg on Ariane
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Figure 6: Distribution of micro-satellites with
respect to time

The major element of success of the ASAP 4 and
subsequently the ASAP 5 systems was to have created a
coherent standard, with similar envelopes and
dimensioning parameters to be used for any kind of
mission. However, thanks to the experience
accumulated and the release of performance margins,
flexibility was granted in some cases to solve specific
constraints (mass, volume, tandem consecutive
separation points used by the same payload, …)
•

1991
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An example of a mini-satellite accommodation with a
dual launch was the Ariane 5 flight L516 (see Fig. 7).

Figure 8: ASAP 5 for Ariane 5 with 1 mini-satellite
inside the structure

Fig. 9 shows instead the distribution of mini-satellites
with respect to time.
Mini-satellites mass distribution (>150 and < 600 kg)
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Figure 7: Example of mini-satellite accommodation
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A typical so called “mini-satellite” has a mass
ranging from 200 to 600 kg and an envelope of
about 2 m in diameter and 1m in height. The main
characteristics for the launcher upper payload
compartment were:
- Possibility to be coupled with a single main
payload on Ariane 4
- Possibility to be coupled with double main
payloads on Ariane 5
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Figure 9: Distribution of mini-satellites with respect
to time

As for the micro-satellites, distinctive traits of the minisatellite class are here-again related to contractual and
technical framework:

(Note that the ASAP 5 has been also developed with an
option for clusters of 2 or 4 300 kg class mini-satellites,
with dedicated specifications in the ASAP 5 User’s
Manual, but this configuration was never used due to
the lack of corresponding market).

-

-

Specific contractual terms and conditions at an
attractive price (auxiliary passenger means limited
rights and additional constraints)
Specific technical interfaces, dimensioning and
limitations

Note that nowadays, as for the micro-satellites
evolution and success factors mentioned previously,
400kg class satellites are more likely to allow missions
which would have needed much bigger units before,
and thus less likely payloads built in the same
experimental low cost scheme.
Thiery
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THE LAUNCH VEHICLES FAMILY

SOYUZ = History + Man-rated + Reliability

As the market leader in providing launch services
worldwide, Arianespace has given a great contribution
to space evolution at both governmental and
commercial levels. The current offer will benefit from
our acquired experience, and the enlarged launch
vehicle family will support this offer thanks to its wide
capability range. Vega, Soyuz and Ariane 5 represent
the Arianespace launcher fleet capable to put any mass
in any orbit. To give an idea of this capability, each
launcher is below briefly described in terms of
performance and characteristics.

Soyuz has a unique record of successes, we can only
outline few:
-

1957: Sputnik, first artificial satellite
1961: Gagarin, first man in space
2000: first crew to ISS

After 1745 flights (the highest in the space history),
there is no much more to say.
The Soyuz capabilities, ranging from LEO to GEO
scenarios, are in accordance with the following table,
which refers to Guiana launch site:
Table 1: Soyuz ST performance

VEGA: the small launcher offering big solutions
Vega is a four stages launch vehicle, 30 meters long and
weighting 130 tons at lift-off. First three stages are solid
rocket motor (P80FW - ZEFIRO - Z9), while the fourth
one is a liquid propulsion (AVUM) capable to perform
orbital injection with high level of accuracy.

Orbit

Soyuz ST-A

Soyuz ST-B

GTO

2760 Kg

3150 Kg

SSO

4340 Kg

4740 Kg

Figure 11: SOYUZ during lift-off
Figure 10: VEGA

Availability in French Guiana: end 2009

Current standard payload adapter is coming from the
Ariane heritage (ACU 937); furthermore the payload
fairing is the “Ogival” shaped (also adapted from
Ariane) with an usable internal volume diameter of
2380mm.

ARIANE 5: the evolution of the species
ARIANE 5 is the workhorse of Arianespace launch
family. It is the latest evolution of the successful Ariane
1 to 4 family and it is currently the most capable and
reliable commercial launcher in the world.

The reference performance set point required for the
VEGA launch vehicle launched from French Guiana is:
1500kg at 700km in a circular polar orbit.
Thiery
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1 Mini
1 Micro

Figure 13: Micro and mini passengers on the ASAPS (only for information)

The development planning is the following:
Phase A – Feasibility studies:
o Q1 & Q2 2007 completed
Phase B – Preliminary studies:
o Preliminary Design Review: completed
Phase C/D – Development & Qualification studies:
o Critical Design Review: completed
o Qualification Review: December 2009
Phase E – Missions Integration:
o First launch: beginning of 2010

Figure 12: Ariane 5 during lift off

The performance and characteristics of Ariane 5 allows
offering any mass in any orbit, and as regard mini and
micro-satellites, the launcher can technically
accomplish any request coming from the mission
architecture.

AUXILIARY PASSENGERS

Availability: Ariane5 is operational from 1999.

An Auxiliary Passenger Customer is an Arianespace
Customer who wants his spacecraft to take advantage of
Launch Vehicle performance not fully used by the Main
Passenger of one of our vehicles, in order to put this
spacecraft on an orbit basically defined by the Main
Passenger.

ASAP-S: THE AUXILIARY PASSENGERS
SOLUTION ON SOYUZ
In order to provide launch opportunities to Micro
Auxiliary Passenger (Mass < 200 Kg) and Mini
Auxiliary Passenger (200 Kg < Mass < 400 Kg),
Arianespace is developing the structure called ASAP
(Arianespace System for Auxiliary Payloads) to carry
and deploy small and medium satellites on LEO, SSO,
MEO or GTO orbits.

The following chapter presents the two families of
Auxiliary Passenger defined by Arianespace: the microauxiliary passengers and the mini-auxiliary passengers.
Both families are defined according to the mass and
volume range (envelop) of the Spacecraft.

This ASAP-S is designed to be compatible with Soyuz.
The first use of this ASAP will be beginning of 2010.

Micro-Auxiliary
positions)

The ASAP-S is able to launch up to 1 mini Auxiliary
Passenger and up to 4 micro- Auxiliary Passengers.

Passengers

(ASAP-S

external

The mass of a micro-Auxiliary Passenger with its
adaptor must be less or equal to 200 kg.
The Center of gravity position will be:

Thiery
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•
•

XG < 700 mm (from the mounting plane of the
spacecraft)
YG, ZG < 5 mm

The Inertia will be:
•
•

Ixx < 60 m2.kg (wrt CoG)
Iyy and Izz < 120 m2.kg (wrt CoG)

The allowable volume is described in the Fig. 14.

Figure 15 : Mini-Auxiliary Passenger allowable
volume
Figure 14: Micro-Auxiliary Passenger allowable
volume
For Auxiliary Passenger that does not fit these two
classes, please contact Arianespace.
Mini-Auxiliary
positions)

Passengers

(ASAP-S

Internal

The mass of a mini-Auxiliary Passenger with its
adaptor must be less or equal to 400 kg.

Constraints

The Center of gravity position will be:

The Auxiliary Passenger is part of a launch dedicated to
a main passenger therefore it has to adapt to the main
passenger mission and launch operations.

•
•

XG < 1000 mm (from the mounting plane of
the spacecraft)
YG, ZG < 5 mm

A dummy payload will be provided by the Customer
should the actual spacecraft not be ready for the launch.
It must be representative of its satellite in terms of
mass, center of gravity and mechanical interface. The
volume of a dummy payload must be smaller (or
identical) to the satellite volume. The dummy payload
must be compatible of the flight environment and
mission. No electrical interface is required.

The Inertia will be:
•
•

Ixx < 150 m2.kg (wrt CoG)
Iyy and Izz < 300 m2.kg (wrt CoG)

The allowable volume is described in the Fig. 15.
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AUXILIARY PASSENGERS DESIGN AND
VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

•

The main design and dimensioning data that shall be
taken into account by any Customer intending to launch
a micro or a mini Auxiliary Passenger compatible with
the ASAP-S are detailed in this chapter.

•
•
•

The full set of requirements is provided in [R1].
Micro-Auxiliary
positions)
•

Passengers

(ASAP-S

external
•

Sine environment

Frequency requirements
Sine vibration tests shall be performed to verify the
spacecraft secondary structure dimensioning under the
flight limit loads multiplied by the appropriate safety
factors.

To prevent dynamic coupling with fundamental modes
of the ASAP-S and Launch Vehicle, the microAuxiliary Passenger will be designed with a structural
stiffness which ensures that the following requirements
are fulfilled. In that case the design limit load factors
given in next paragraph are applicable.

The spacecraft qualification test consists of one sweep
through the specified frequency range and along each
axis.

First lateral mode > 35 Hz
First longitudinal mode > 90 Hz
•

The minus signs indicate compression along
the longitudinal axis and the plus signs
tension.
Lateral loads may act in any direction
simultaneously with longitudinal loads
The gravity load is included
For the structural design, “safety coefficients
of 1.3 (ultimate) and 1.1 (yield) shall be
applied.

A notching procedure may be agreed on the basis of the
latest coupled loads analysis (CLA) available at the
time of the tests to prevent excessive loading of the
spacecraft structure. However, it must not jeopardize
the tests objective to demonstrate positive margins of
safety with respect to the flight loads.

Quasi-static loads

The design and dimensioning of the spacecraft primary
structure and/or evaluation of compatibility of existing
spacecraft with Soyuz launch vehicle shall be based on
the design load factors.

Sweep rates may be increased on a case-by-case basis
depending on the actual damping of the spacecraft
structure. This is done while maintaining the objective
of the sine vibration tests.

The design load factors are represented by the QuasiStatic
Loads (QSL) that are the more severe
combinations of dynamic and steady-state accelerations
that can be encountered at any instant of the mission
(ground and flight operations).

Table 3: Sinusoidal vibration tests levels for microAuxiliary Passenger

The QSL reflects the line load at the interface between
the spacecraft and the adapter.
The flight limit levels of QSL for a spacecraft launched
on Soyuz, and complying with the previously described
frequency requirements and with the static moment
limitation are given in the Table 2.
Table 2: Design limit load factors for microAuxiliary Passenger
QSL (g) (Static + Dynamic)
Ground and
flight load
cases

Lateral

Longitudinal

+/- 3.4 g

- 5.75 g / + 3.6 g

Frequency
range (Hz)

Qualification
levels (0-peak)
g

Acceptance
levels (0peak) g

Longitudinal

2 – 40

2g

1.6 g

Lateral

2 – 40

2g

1.6 g

•

Random vibration tests

Sine

The verification of the spacecraft structure compliance
with the random vibration environment in the 20 Hz 100 Hz frequency range shall be performed.
Three methodologies can be followed:

Note:
•

Thiery
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•

•

•

Method Number Two: Conduct the sine
vibration qualification test up to 100 Hz (or
200 Hz TBC) and apply input levels high
enough to cover the random vibration
environment (equivalency obtained with the
Miles formula).
Method Number Three: Conduct the sine
vibration qualification test up to 100 Hz (or
200 Hz TBC) so as to restitute the structural
transfer functions and then demonstrate the
compliance of the spacecraft secondary
structure with the random vibration
environment by analysis.

The demonstration of the spacecraft’s ability to
withstand the separation shock generated by the ASAPS shall be based on a qualification separation test. This
test is performed with a shock simulator provided by
Arianespace, during which interface levels and
equipment base levels are measured. This test can be
performed on the STM, on the PFM, or on the first
flight model provided that the spacecraft structure close
to the interface as well as the equipment locations and
associated supports are equivalent to those of the flight
model. The separation test is performed twice.

Above 100 Hz (or 200 Hz TBC), spacecraft
qualification with respect to the random vibration
environment is obtained through the acoustic vibration
test.
•

Shock qualification

•

Compatibility tests spacecraft / ASAP-S

A fit-check (mechanical and electrical compatibility
tests) will be performed with flight hardware or a
representative mock-up of the usable volume.

Acoustic vibration tests
•

Acoustic testing is accomplished in a reverberant
chamber. The test measurements shall be performed at a
minimum distance of 1 m from spacecraft.

Off-the-shelf adapters, with separation interface
diameter of 298 mm are available for micro Auxiliary
Passengers. The introduction of other adapters with
larger diameters or other interface system (discrete bolts
interface) is under evaluation.

Table 4: Acoustic vibration test levels
Octave Center
Frequency
(Hz)

Flight Limit Level (dB) (reference:
0 dB= 2 x 10-5 Pa)
Acceptance

Test
tolerance

The micro-Auxiliary Passengers can also provide their
own separation system. In this case, their qualification
status and their compatibility with the proposed
configuration will be managed by Arianespace.

Qualification

31.5

125

128

-2, +4

63

132

135

-1, +3

125

134

137

-1, +3

250

136

139

-1, +3

500

134

137

-1, +3

1000

125

128

-1, +3

2000

121

124

-1, +3

•

OASPL
Test duration

141
60s

144

Mechanical interfaces

Electrical interfaces

One umbilical link is available for each micro Auxiliary
Passenger for battery trickle charge.
One umbilical link is available for one strap separation
(separation status via the launch vehicle telemetry
system) installed between the 2 flanges of the
Separation System.
The Customer has to define an electric continuity using
the separation system.
The connector reference is DBAS 74 12 OSN 059 on
spacecraft side.

-1, +3

The connector reference is DEUTSCH 025 82 10 12 on
ASAP-S side

120s

These are provided by Arianespace.
The pins 1 and 2 are for battery trickle-charging.
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•

The pins 3 and 4 are for the separation status signal at
Soyuz level.
The others pins are available for the separation status
signal at s/c level using traps.

Same levels than these one presented for the micro
Auxiliary Passengers are applicable for the mini
Auxiliary Passengers.
•

The plug as pin 2 is a bonding ground trap on ASAP-S.
The lines 1 and 2 are screened during the charging of
battery.

Sine environment

Random vibration tests

Same methodologies than these one presented for the
micro Auxiliary Passengers are applicable for the mini
Auxiliary Passengers.
•

Acoustic vibration tests

Acoustic testing is accomplished in a reverberant
chamber. The test measurements shall be performed at a
minimum distance of 1 m from spacecraft. The acoustic
vibration tests levels are presented in the table 4.
•

Figure 16: Schematic of micro Auxiliary Passenger /
ASAP-S electrical links

The demonstration of the spacecraft’s ability to
withstand the separation shock generated by the ASAPS shall be based on a qualification separation test. This
test is performed with a shock simulator or a clamp
band system provided by Arianespace, during which
interface levels and equipment base levels are
measured. This test can be performed on the STM, on
the PFM, or on the first flight model provided that the
spacecraft structure close to the interface as well as the
equipment locations and associated supports are
equivalent to those of the flight model. The separation
test is performed twice.
•

Mini-Auxiliary
positions)
•

Passengers

(ASAP-S

Internal

Frequency requirements

To prevent dynamic coupling with fundamental modes
of the ASAP-S and Launch Vehicle, the mini-Auxiliary
Passenger will be designed with a structural stiffness
which ensures that the following requirements are
fulfilled. In that case the design limit load factors given
in next paragraph are applicable.
First lateral mode > 20 Hz
First longitudinal mode > 45 Hz
•

Quasi-static loads

Same levels than these one presented for the micro
Auxiliary Passengers are applicable for the mini
Auxiliary Passengers.

Thiery

Shock qualification

Compatibility tests spacecraft / ASAP-S

A fit-check (mechanical and electrical compatibility
tests) will be performed with flight hardware or a
representative mock-up of the usable volume.
•

Mechanical interfaces

Off-the-shelf adapters, with separation interface
diameter of 298 mm or 937 mm are available for mini
Auxiliary Passengers. The introduction of other
adapters with diameters comprised between 298 mm
and 937 mm or other interface system (discrete bolts
interface) is under evaluation.
The mini-Auxiliary Passengers can also provide their
own separation system. In this case, their qualification
status and their compatibility with the proposed
configuration will be managed by Arianespace.
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•

Electrical interfaces

The connector reference is DBAS 74 37 OSN 059 on
spacecraft side.
The connector is DBAS 025 82 10 37 on ASAP-S side.
These are provided by Arianespace

Figure 18: Micro and mini passengers on the
VESPA design (only for information)

The development planning is the following:
Figure 17: Schematic of mini Auxiliary Passenger /
ASAP-S electrical links

VESPA: THE AUXILIARY PASSENGERS
SOLUTION ON VEGA
To increase our service and to provide launch
opportunities to Micro Auxiliary Passenger (Mass <
200 Kg) and Mini Auxiliary Passenger (200 Kg < Mass
< 400 Kg), Arianespace is developing the structure
called VESPA to carry and deploy small and medium
satellites on LEO or SSO orbits.
This VESPA is designed to be compatible with Vega.
The first use of this VESPA will be end of 2010.
The VESPA is able to launch 1 mini Auxiliary
Passenger or up to 2 micro- Auxiliary Passengers.

Phase A – Feasibility studies: completed
Phase B – Preliminary studies:
o Preliminary Design Review: completed
Phase C/D – Development & Qualification studies:
o Critical Design Review: Q4 2009
o Qualification Review: Q3 2010
Phase E – Missions Integration:
o First launch: 2011

AUXILIARY PASSENGERS MISSION
INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT
Arianespace deals with these small spacecraft
Customers as real Passengers, having both rights and
obligations. So we provide the Customer with smooth
launch preparation and on-time reliable launch. A
customer oriented mission integration and management
process is implemented.
Management
The contractual commitments between the launch
service provider and the Customer are defined in the
Launch Services Agreement (LSA) with its Statement
of Work (SOW), and its Technical Specification.
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At the LSA signature, an Arianespace Program Director
is appointed to be the single point of contact with the
Customer in charge of all aspects of the mission
including technical and financial matters. During the
launch campaign, the Program Director delegates his
technical interface functions to the Mission Director for
all activities conducted at the CSG “Centre Spatial
Guyanais”.
The Mission Integration Schedule will be established in
compliance with the milestones and launch date
specified in the Statement of Work of the Launch
Service Agreement. The Mission Schedule reflects the
time line of the main tasks described in detail in [R1].

Figure 19: Spacecraft facilities in French Guiana

Mission integration
The mission integration and management process is
consolidated through the mission documentation and
accessed and verified during formal meetings and
reviews.
To ensure that the mission objectives can be achieved
and that the Auxiliary Passenger and the launch vehicle
are mutually compatible, Arianespace conducts the
mission analysis.

CONCLUSION
Thanks to our experience with launching Auxiliary
Passengers with Ariane and thanks to the Arianespace
launcher fleet, ASAP-S and VESPA, we are able to
ameliorate our service and solution for processing your
mission.

Mission analysis is generally organized into two phases,
each linked to Auxiliary Passenger development
milestones and to the availability of Auxiliary
Passenger input data. These phases are:
•
•

the Preliminary Mission Analysis (PMA)
the Final Mission Analysis (FMA).

Depending on Auxiliary Passenger and mission
requirements and constraints, the Statement of Work
fixes the list of provided analysis. That is typically:
Trajectory, performance, and injection accuracy
analysis, separation and collision avoidance analysis,
Dynamic Coupled Loads Analysis, Electromagnetic and
RF compatibility analysis, and Thermal analysis
Mission analysis begins with a kick-off meeting. At the
completion of each phase, a Preliminary Mission
Analysis Review RAMP ("Revue d'Analyse de Mission
Préliminaire") and RAMF ("Revue d'Analyse de
Mission Finale"), are held under the joint responsibility
of Arianespace and the Customer with support of the
appropriate document package.

Figure 20: French Guiana
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Launch Campaign
Auxiliary Passengers will benefit of state of Art
preparation and filling facilities in French Guiana.
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All these Manuals are available on the Arianespace
website.
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